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Organization of groundwater table data as input for
spatial-temporal analysis: the Zagreb aquifer system, Croatia
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Abstract: Groundwater table data are systematically organized in uniformly structured files.
A project was created in ArcView GIS program for spatial display of all the observation
wells, and each observation well was linked by a HotLink to a file containing data on the
groundwater tables in a subject observation well.
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INTRODUCTION
Systematic organization of groundwater table data on the Zagreb aquifer system area was
necessary because of the data volume and difficulties with their browsing, processing, and
use. Since a large number of data on observation wells (over 500) had been recorded for a
long period of time, the data volume was found too large for manual processing. Thus, by
using programs created in Visual Basic for Applications, the groundwater table data were
organized in Microsoft Excel environment. The main concepts adopted for the data organization were those of simplicity and functionality of display and uniformity of the file structure.
The uniform file structure enabled subsequent data processing and use by application of special programs. However, the systematic data organization alone was not sufficient for fast and
easy data browsing and use. For this reason, a project was set up in the ArcView GIS program
offering a possibility of well-designed spatial display of the observation wells on the Zagreb
aquifer system area. By HotLink, each observation well was linked to an Excel file containing systematically organized data on the groundwater tables in the subject observation well.
The ArcView GIS project set up in this way rendered a spatial display of the observation wells
and fast access to the data on groundwater tables measured at the observation wells.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Original data and their format
The groundwater tables within the Zagreb aquifer system have been measured by the State
Weather Bureau and Water Supply and Drainage Company.
The groundwater table data for 597 observation wells measured by the State Weather Bureau and 130 observation wells measured by the Water Supply and Drainage Company
during the period from 1988 and 2001 were systematically organized. The ASCII format of
the files (Figure 1) in which the data were stored and structure of the files were unsuitable
for processing and use, primarily considering the graphical presentation of the groundwater
table fluctuations in an observation well throughout a year. Therefore, it was necessary to
change the format and structure of the files.
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Figure 1. ASCII file

Data organization and processing
Manual data handling was not acceptable because of a large number of observation wells,
long-term groundwater table measurement series (1988-2001), and higher probability of
error. Therefore, systematic organization of data was performed with a program created in
Excel Visual Basic for Applications. The initial step included defining of the data organization and selecting a program suitable for their processing and storing. The most adequate
solution was found to be organization of data by individual observation wells (one observation well = one file), and Microsoft Excel was selected as the most acceptable program for
data processing and storing. Since Excel has an option of data display in sheet format, an
idea was accepted to organize the data by using a sheet for each year. Each sheet would also
include a graphical presentation of the groundwater table fluctuations. In addition to the
annual groundwater table data presentation on separate sheets, a summary Graf sheet would
also be compiled containing the data for all the years in which the measurements were
performed on an observation well and its graphical presentation. For such a conceptual data
organization model, a program was written in Excel Visual Basic for Applications. Program
converted the ASCII files into the Excel files structured on the basis of the above-described
conceptual model. After processing, the files contained systematically organized and graphically presented data on the groundwater tables (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. File structure summary Graf sheet

ArcView GIS project development spatial display of observation wells
The next step was spatial display of the observation wells by using ESRIs ArcView GIS
program. It was necessary to create a file containing a list of all the observation wells and
their coordinates, and all other available data on a particular observation well. Since systematically organized data were available in files of identical structures, a new program
written in Excel Visual Basic for Applications was used to create an Excel file with a list of
observation wells, their coordinates, ground elevations, zero elevations, and filter elevations. The Excel file created in this way was converted into ArcView GIS project table by
using Microsoft Excel ODBC driver. The data from the table were imported as a point
theme into the ArcViews View. The View is an interactive map that enables, among other
options, display of geographical data. In addition to the observation wells, the View includes raster graphics (topographic maps) and vector graphics of the Zagreb well fields and
their protection zones. Each observation well is linked to a corresponding Excel file by
HotLink. This renders a spatial display of the observation wells showing the basic data on
the observation wells, and enables simple and fast access to the data on the groundwater
tables measured at the observation wells (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Spatial display of observation wells, with basic observation well data and measured groundwater table data linked by Hot Link

CONCLUSIONS
Systematically organized data on the groundwater tables are set up within ArcView GIS project,
along with the spatial display of the observation wells. They create a background for the
spatial-temporal analysis of the groundwater table. ArcView GIS project enables spatial display of an arrangement of the observation wells and fast and simple access to the basic observation well and the groundwater table data. Further development of the applications for use of
the groundwater table data organized in this way depends on specific needs of individual
users. The presented systematic organization of data could be applied to the organization of
data on stream and river levels, well pumping schedules at the well fields and the like.
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